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Last Tuesday…

Nirenberg and Matthaei: RNA is the template for 

protein synthesis (poly-U —> phenylalanine)

Thursday!



Francis Crick



Sydney Brenner

• 1927 - today

• Born in South Africa

• BS in Anatomy and Physiology

• MS in Cytogenetics

• PhD in Physical Chemistry from Oxford

• Joined Salk Institute in 1976

• Established C. elegans as model organism for developmental biology

• 2002 Nobel Prize Physiology or Medicine



Leslie Barnett

• 1920 - 2002

• Born in London

• BS in Dairying

• Worked with Brenner for most 

part of her life
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Figure from Brock Biology of Microorganisms

Bacteriophage T4 Escherichia coli
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Viral Plaques



Why Phage T4?

• Plaques are an easy screening system

• Allows investigation of rare events (trillions of tries in a single LB plate)

• rII locus: phenotypes allows genetic mapping (Benzer)
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Why Phage T4?
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The Genetic Code is not overlapping

Evidence comes from previous studies:

Figure 1

• Tobacco mosaic virus RNA: mutations in RNA change only 1 amino acid (Tsugita et. al)

• Abnormal human hemoglobins shows only single amino acid changes (Watson et. al)



The Genetic Code is not overlapping

• How to find the code (reading frame) in a non-overlapping arrangement?

1) The comma hypothesis

2) The comma-free hypothesis

3) The fixed start hypothesis

CODE,CODE,CODE,CODE,CODE,CODE,CODE
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Experimental System

• FC0 mutant in the in the B1 segment of the “B cistron”

A B

B1
• Non-leaky (null) mutant

• No growth in K

• Growth (r-plaques) in B

• FC0 mutant was produced by proflavin treatment

• Adds or deletes a base

• Generates mostly non-leaky mutants



Suppressors of FC0

• Second mutation (supressor) restores wild-type phenotype

• Suppressor mutations by themselves are “non-leaky r” (null) mutants



Suppressors of suppressors



Suppressors of suppressors of suppressors



rII mutations

Collection of ~ 80 mutants

• All mutants are non-leaky r (null)

• All mutants (except FC0) were occurred spontaneously

• Non-spontaneous (proflavin) mutations are similar to spontaneous mutations (line h)



Generating double mutants

• + and +:    r phenotype

• - and -:      r phenotype



Generating double mutants

• + and -:   Will all combinations be WT?

“Unacceptable codons might exits”: 

- nonsense 

- end-of-chain

- complications in protein structure

“Convention” on frameshifts:

Figure 3



Generating double mutants

Figure 3

Figure 4

Forward shifts are more acceptable is this region

Reverse shifts may generate “unacceptable” triplets (stop codon) — “Unacceptable region”  

“Unacceptable region”

“Unacceptable 

region”



Generating double mutants

FC87



Generating triple mutants

Genetic code is a triplet (or less likely a multiple of 3)



The start site hypothesis
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Is the code degenerate?

• 4 common base pairs organized in triplets = 43 combinations = 64 triplets

• 20 common amino acids

• If the genetic code is not degenerate: there is 44 nonsense amino acids



Is the code degenerate?

• 4 common base pairs organized in triplets = 43 combinations = 64 triplets

• 20 common amino acids

• If the genetic code is not degenerate: there is 44 nonsense amino acids

• The genetic code must be degenerate

• “how many triplets code amino-acids and how many have other functions we are 

unable to say”



Summary

• The genetic code is of the following general type:

- A group of three bases (or, less likely, a multiple of three bases), codes one amino acid

- The code is non-overlapping

- Sequence of bases is read from a fixed point

- The code is probably degenerate

“the coding problem is wide open for 

experimental attack, and in fact many 

laboratories, including our own, are 

already working on the problem”
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Marshall Nirenberg

J. Heinrich Matthaei
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Har Gobind Khorana

University of Wisconsin, Madison

Mastered synthesis of RNA
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1966
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1968 Nobel Prize for Deciphering the Genetic Code

Har Gobind Khorana

Marshall Nirenberg Robert Holley
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“Science has reached a new frontier. A revolution far greater… then the atomic or 

hydrogen bomb”

- New York Times, 1961

“might lead to methods of tampering with life, of creating new diseases, of controlling 

minds, of influencing heredity, even perhaps in certain desired directions.”

- Arne Tiselius, Nobel Laureate in Chemistry
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Thank you!


